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0. Introduction 
In the classical theory of first order partial differenatial equations (cf. Carathbodory 
[a], Courant-Hilbert [5], Forsyth [lO,ll]) th e notion of classical complete solutions 
plays an important role. If we have the classical complete solution of a partial dif- 
ferential equation, then we can automatically get a “general solution” or a “singular 
sohtion.” The Clairaut equation (Alex Claude Clairaut [4], 1734) is one of the typical 
examples of first order differential equations which has a (classical) complete solution 
and a singular solution such that the singular solution is the envelope of a family 
of hyperplanes given by the complete solution. In this article we consider systems of 
first order partial differential equations with (classical) complete solution like as the 
Clairaut equation which is called a system of Clairaut type. In [16] a characterization of 
systems of Clairaut type has been given. The next problem is to classify these systems 
by a natural equivalence relation. In this paper we give a generic classification of holo- 
nomic (i.e., maximally overdetermined) systems of Clairaut type under the equivalence 
relation given by the group of point transformations in the sense of Sophus Lie. 
Since our concern is the local classification of differential equations, we can formulate 
as follows (cf., Izumiya [14,15], Lychagin [17]): Let P(R”,R) be the l-jet bundle of 
n-variables functions which may be considered as IRON+* with natural coordinates given 
by (~w-.,+Y,PI,-. . ,p,). We have the canonical projection x : J’(Rn, IR) -+ IWn x IR, 
~(2, y,p) = (x, y). Let B be the canonical contact form on P(llP,Iw) which is given 
by 8 = dy - CyZ1 pi dz;. Using this approach, a first order differential equation is 
most naturally interpreted as being a closed subset of J’(RP,JR). Unless the contrary 
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is specially stated, we use the following definition. A first order diflerential equation 
is an r-dimensional submanifold E c J1(JRn, IR) where n + 1 < r < 2n. If r < 2n, then 
E is said to be overdetermined. We also say that E is maximally overdetermined (or, 
holonomic) if r = n+ 1. The notion of solutions of an equation is given by the philosophy 
of Lie. A geometric solution of E is a Legendrian immersion i : L -+ J1(Rn,lR) such 
that i(L) c E. Here, i is a Legendrian immersion if dim L = n and i*fl = 0. Let us see 
how our definitions of equation and solution connect with the classical definiton. For 
any t E E, there is a neighbourhood U of z in J1(IIRn, R) such that U CI E can be given 
by equations 
Fj(2l,...,sn,Y,pl,...,P,) = 0, 
where j < j Q 2n + 1 - r, r = dim E. The classical solution is a smooth function 
f : IF + R such that 
Fj XI~.--,X~, ( f(x), g(x), .. *, S(x)) = 0. 
It is easy to show that the jet extension j1 f : I!tn -+ J’(R”, II@.) is a Legendrian embed- 
ding, so that, in our terminology, the (classical) solution of E is a smooth function f 
such that jlf(Rn) c E. We can show that a geometric solution i is given by at least 
locally a jet extension of a smooth function (i.e., a (classical) solution) if and only if ~oi 
is a non-singular map. We say that an (r - n)-parameter family of (classical) solutions 
Y = fh. m 0, L-n, 21,s * . , xn) of the equation E is a (classical) complete solution of E 
(cf., Caratheodory [2]) if 
rank af a2f 
( c3tj’ dtiazj > = r - n* 
The last condition says that the map germ j!f : (W-” x Rn,O) + J’(W,R) defined by 
Yf*(t4 = Pf ( > t x is an immersion. So the map germ j,‘f gives a local parametrization 
of E and a foliation whose leaves are (classical) solutions of E. These arguments lead 
us the following formulation. 
We stick to holonomic systems in this article. Since we will only study local proper- 
ties, an equation is considered to be a local parametrization of an (n + I)-dimesional 
submanifold. A holonomic system of first order differential equation germ (or, briefly, 
a holonomic system) is defined to be an immersion germ f : ( Rnfls 0) - J1(Rn, JR). We 
also say that f is completely integrable if there exists a submersion germ p : (IF’, 0) - 
R such that (dp)&, I (f*O)Eu, where & is the ring of smooth function germs on 
(I!-Xn+l, 0) and its unique maximal ideal is denoted by 9X,. Here, u = (ur 9.. . , u~+~) 
are canonical coordinates of (R n+‘, 0). We call /I a complete integral of f and the pair 
kf): (R n+l,O) + JR x J1(IRn,R) is called a holonomic system with complete integral. 
We observe that f Icl_,(t) is a geometric solution of the equation Image f. If A o f )P_l(ll 
are non-singular maps for each t E (R&p(O)), then {f Il-l(t)}tcR is the family of (classi- 
cal) complete solutions of Image f by the previous arguments. We call such a system a 
holonomic system of Clairaut type. This situation leads us to the following definition. 
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Let (p,g) be a pair of a map germ g : (Rn+l, 0) -+ (IR7, x R, 0) and a submersion germ 
p : (lRn+r,O) -+ (R,O). Then the diagram 
(R,O) L (nRn+‘,O) 2+ (EP x JIQO) 
or briefly (p,g), is called a (holonomic) integral diagram if there exists a holonomic 
system f : (IRn+‘,O) -+ J’(IR”,IR) such that (p, f) is an equation germ with complete 
integral and K o f = g, and we say that the integral diagram (p,g) is induced by f. If f 
is a system of Clairaut type, then (P,K o f) is called of Clairuut type. Furthermore we 
introduce an equivalence relation among integral diagrams. Let (p,g) and (p’,g’) be 
integral diagrams. Then (p,g) and ($,g’) are equivatent (respectively, strictly equiva- 
lent) if the diagram 
(n&O) : (W+i,o) -2 (W x R,O) 
K 
1 
1L 
1 1 
4 
(l&O) 7 (RP+l,o) - (W X R, 0) 
9’ 
commutes for some diffeomorphism germs 6, li, and d (respectively, K. = idR). 
In [15] it has been defined an equivalence relation among systems under the group of 
point transformations and shown that two completely integrable holonomic systems j 
and f’ are equivalent if and only if induced integral diagrams (cl, 7r o f) and ($, K o f’) 
are equivalent for generic (p,f) and ($,f’) ( see Sect. 1). Moreover, it has been given 
generic classifications of holonomic integral diagrams by the strict equivalence iu the 
case when 1 6 n < 3. For general n, it is very hard to give classification by technical 
reasons. However, we give a generic classification of holonomic systems of Clairaut type 
as follows: 
Theorem A. For a generic holonomic system of Clairaut type 
(p, f) : (rP+‘) 0) ---) IIR x J1(liP, R), 
the integral diagram (p, A o f) is strictly equivalent to one of germs in the list 
DA1 : P = %+1, 
g = (lLl,-..,%+1). 
DA2 : p = %+I - $47 
g = (~l,*..rw4:+1)~ 
DA! (3<Nn+l): /L=u~+~~ 
e-i 
g= 
( 
U*,“..U,,Ue,+l+CUi1L~+l . 
> 
i=l 
mn+2 : pLa=uln+l+aog for~E~(,,,), 
n 
g = ulr...aLru~~~ + y-);u;+, ” ( > 
1=1 
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This theorem gives a generic classification of integral diagrams of Clairaut type 
under the strict equivalence. However, our purpose is to classify these subjects under 
the equivalence. We remark that germs of types DA! (1 < e < n+l) and an+2 are not 
equivalent. Thus the problem is reduced to classyfying germs which are contained in 
the family mn+2 under the equivalence. This family is parametrized by function germs 
o which are called functional moduli. We shall characterize functional moduli relative 
to the equivalence. For the purpose, we now adopt coordinates (21, o o. s xn, y) of Rn x R 
and define P’ = {(XC,, . . *, z~, Y) E Rn x IR 1~ = dF/% = ’ . . = PF/dP = 0 for some t), 
where F(t,~r ,..., z,,Y) = tn+2 + xlt + ... + x,P - y. Then we have the following 
characterization theorem. 
Theorem B. Let (pa,g) be un integral diagram of an+2. Then for any o, there 
exists a function germ cy’ : (lRn+l, 0) + (R,O) such that 
(1) &,g) is equivatent to (p,,,g). 
(2) a’lZ)n = 0. 
This theorem is a generalization of Dufour’s result in [8]. He has also shown that the 
uniqueness of functional moduli relative to the equivalence, so that we now consider a 
generalization of his uniqueness result. Define 
The (n+2)-degree algebraic equation 
A = (zr,. . . ,xn,y) E Rn x R Fc =,,..., zn,,,(t) = 0 has nt2 real roots 9 
with multiplicity 
where F( Z1,...,Zn,Y)(t) = JV, 217 * - - 7 xn9 Y ). We say that o and o’ are equivalent as moduli 
if there exists a E R - (0) such that 
acY(x*, . . . ,x,,y) = a’(dn+1x~,Qnx2,. . . ,u2x,,ua+2y) 
for any (XI,.*. ,xn,Y) E A. We remark that this definition of the equivalence among 
functional moduli is slightly different from Dufour’s definition of it in [8]. If we adopt 
his definition, we cannot assert the necessity of the condition that functional moduli 
are equivalent. Then we correct the definition as the above. 
Theorem C. Let &,g) and &,g) be integral diagrams of mn+;? such that Q(Z)” = 
c1’1z)” = 0. Then (pol,g) and (w,g) are equivalent if and only if a and Q’ are equivalent 
OS moduli. 
We emphasize that this theorem asserts that the equivalence classes of functional 
moduli cy with QID~ = 0 are the complete invariant for generic classifications of holo- 
nomic systems of Clairaut type under the equivalence relation given by the group of 
point transformations. 
We define n(P) = {Q E 9JI(Z,,) ( old” = 0) and M(an+2) = ?JJl(P)/ -? where - 
denotes the equivalence relation as moduli. The above theorem asserts that the moduli 
space for generic holonomic systems of Clairaut type is M(En+2). 
We now give some examples of systems of Clairaut type. 
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Example 0.1. (The Clairaut system) The following equation is a generalization of 
the classical Clairaut equation: 
C(Pl, * . * ,p,) = 0 (i= l)...) d- l), 
F~(X,?/,p)=Y_~PiXi-f(pl,...~Pn)=o, 
i=l 
where Fi, f are function germs. 
Since F = (Fl,..., Fd) is a submersion, we have rank (dFi/asj) = d - 1. Then the 
set F-‘(O) is locally parametrized by an immersion a(t) = (al(t), . . .,a,(t)), where 
2 = (tl,. . . , ~~_d+~). It follows that we can get a complete solution 
y = 2 ai(t)Xi + _f(al(t)7. ’ * 7 a7t(t))’ 
i=l 
In the case when d = n (i.e., holonomic Clairaut systems), F-‘(O) is a smooth curve, 
so that there is an immersion y : (R,O) - R” such that Image? = F-‘(O). Then 
Y = fJ YiCtjxi + f(Yl@>, ~ **7Yn(t)) (“) 
i=l 
is the complete solution. Since y is an immersion, for any function germ yn+l : (R,O) -+ 
(lR,O) there exists a function germ f : (IWn,y(0)) - (IR,O) such that yn+l(t) = f 07(t). 
If we put y;(t) = y;(t) i = 1,. . . ,n and x,+1 = -y, then (*) is equal to 
YnSl (t) + 2 %Y$) + %+I = 0. 
i=l 
This relation shows that the tangent developable (cf., Ishikawa [13], Shcherbak [IS]) of 
the curve y is deeply related to the singular solution of a holonomic Clairaut system. 
On the other hand, for the complete solution (*) of the holonomic Clairaut system, 
we define map germs f : (IWn+‘,O) -+ J’(R”,IR) by 
andI”:(IWn+l,O),IWby~(~l,... ,u,+l) = u,+l. Then we can easily show that (h,_f‘) 
is a holonomic system of Clairaut type. 
Example 0.2. Here we give another example as follows: 
dy 2=o 
y- gg ( > dY 7 ---x0. 8x2 
We can exactly solve this equation and the complete solution is y = %(x1 + t)27 where t 
is a parameter. The complete solution of this equation does not consist of hyperplanes. 
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However, the singular solution is the envelope of the family of graphs of the complete 
solution. 
We define (~,f) by f(w,u2,~3) = (w,~2,$,~3,0) and ~(u1,~2,~3) = ~3 - $1, 
then the image of f is the submanifold in J’(Rn,R) which is defined by the equation 
and we have f’19 = 2~3 dp, so that (p, f) is a holonomic system of Clairaut type. 
In Sect. 1 we shall prepare basic tools to prove theorems including quick reviews 
of [14,15]. We shall give a proof of Theorem A in Sect. 2. Theorems B and 6: will be 
proved in Sect. 3 by using a method analogous to Dufour’s [s]. 
All map germs considered here are differentiable of class C”, unless stated otherwise. 
1. Preparations 
In this section we review some results on completely integrable systems and the 
theory of Legendrian unfoldings [14,15] h h w ic will be used in later sections. 
Firstly we introduce an equivalence relation among systems under the group of point 
transformations of RBn x R. A point trunsformation I$ on Rn x Iw is, by definition, a 
diffeomorphism of lIR” x IR onto itself. 
To define a lift of d, we give a contact manifold which is a fiberwise compactification 
of Jr(IP,lR). Let * : PT*(IPxR) 4 JRn x IR be a projective cotangent bundle over Rn x iw 
which contains x : J’ (IKin, R) + IRn x R as an affine part. Then we have a canonical 
contact lift 4 : PT*(Rn x R) --) PT*(IRn x IR) of 4a Let f, g : (Rn+‘,O) + J’(Rn,R) be 
equation germs. Following Lie, we say that f and g are equivalent as equations if there 
exists a diffeomorphism germ $ : (IRn+*, 0) --) (R n+l, 0) and a point transformation 
4 : (!P x ilQT(%())) - (P x R, r(q)) such that the lift 4 of Cp satisfies that & ze) = tI 
and $of = goti, where zu = f(0) and zr = g(O). In [15] it has been shown the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let(p,f) and($,f’): (IWn+‘,O)i(IWxJ1(IWn,IW),Oxv) be holonomic 
systems with complete integral such that the set of critical points of r o f and r o f’ 
are closed sets without interior points. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f and f’ are equivalent as equations. 
(2) (P, = 0 f) ad (P’, = 0 f’) are equivalent as integral diagrams. 
Secondly, we briefly review the theory of one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings 
in [14,15]. W e now consider the l-jet bundle J’(IiR x LIRn,R) and the canonical l- 
form 0 on the space. Let (t, ~1,. . . , xn) be the canonical coordinate on R x Rn and 
(t,21..~.95n,Y,Q,Pl,. . . ,pn) be the corresponding coordinate on J’(R x R”, R). Then 
the canonical l-form is given by 0 = dy - CyzI p; dx; - q dt = 8 - q dt. We also have 
the natural projection 
II : J’(IR x R”,R) + (iI?, x IIq x IR 
defined by II(t,x, y,q,p) = (t,z, y). We call the above l-jet bundle an unfotded l-jet 
bundle. Let (p, f) b e a holonomic system with complete integral. Then there exists a 
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unique element h E &, such that I*8 = IL dp. Define a map germ 
e(,,,f)(?J) = (P(G z O @)> Y O e(u), Q&PO 0)). 
Then we can easily show that fJ(,,,) is a Legendrian immersion germ. We call e(,,,) 
a complete Legendrian unfolding associated with (p,f). By the aid of the notion of 
Legendrian unfolding, holonomic systems of Clairaut type are characterized as follows. 
Proposition 1.2. [14] Let (p,f) : (IR”+‘,O ) - IR x J’ ( Rn, IR) be a holonomic system 
with complete integml. Then (p, f) is a holonomic system of Clairaut type if and only 
xf e,,,,, is Legendrian non-singular. 
A complete Legendrian unfolding e(,,,) associated with (p, f) is called a Legendrzan 
unfolding of Clairaut type if e(,,,) is a holonomic system of Clairaut types 
Returning to the study of equations with complete integral, we now establish the 
notion of the genericity. 
Let U c IRn+l be an open set. We denote by Int( U, IR x J’ (LRn, IR)) the set of systems 
with complete integral (p,f) : U -+ Iw x J’(R”,R). We also define L(U,J’(JR x IRn.R)) 
to be the set of complete Legendrian unfoldings f$,,,) : U -, P(R x lRn,IR). 
These sets are topological spaces equipped with the Whitney C”-topology. A subset 
of either spaces is said to be generic if it is an open dense subset in the space. 
The genericity of a property of germs a.re defined as follows. Let R be a property of 
equation germs with complete integral (p, f) : (RWn+l, 0) -+ IR x J’(R’“, IR) (respectively, 
Legendrian unfoldings e(,,,) : (IP+l, 0) -, P(IW x Rn, R)). For an open set U c IW’-, 
we define P(U) to be the set of (p, f) E Int( U,R x .P(IP, 8%)) (respectively, I(,,,) E 
L(U,P(R x RP,lFq)) such that the germ at z whose representative is given by (p7J) 
(respectively, e,,,,,) has property B for any 5 E U. 
The property P is said to be generic if for some neighbourhood U of 0 in IRr, the set 
P(U) is a generic subset in Int(U,lR x J’(&?“,Iw)) (respectively, L(U,J’(lR x Rn,‘&)). 
By the construction, we have a well-defined continuous mapping 
(II,), : L(U,J’(R x IRn,lR)) + Int(C’,IR x J1(lRn,JR)) 
defined by (IIr)+($,)) = Ilr o$~) = (IL, f), where II, : P(R x IW~~,IR) -, J’(Iw~,IR) 
is the canonical projection. Then it has been shown that the following fundamental 
theorem e 
Theorem 1.3. [14,15] The continuous map 
(II,), : L(U,J’(R x IRn,IR)) - Int(U,lR x J’(IR”,R)) 
is a homeomorphism. 
On the other hand, since e(,,,) is a Legendrian immersion germ, then there exists 
a generating family of C by the Arnol’d-Zakalyukin’s theory (1,191. In this case the 
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generating family is naturally constructed by an one-parameter family of generating 
families associated with (~~1). Let F : ((R x IRn) x R”,O) - (IR,O) be a function germ 
such that d~F(exlnxR k is non-singular, where 
We call F a generalizezed phase family. Then C(F) = &F-‘(O) is a smooth (n + l)- 
manifold germ and ?TF : (C(F), 0) -+ IR is a submersion germ, where n&t, 5, q) = t. We 
call the submanifold C(F) a catastrophe set of F. Define 
by 
and 
by 
&F : (C(F),O) + J’(IIP,R) 
&(t,~,q) = (~,F(t,~,q),$~,q)), 
@F : (C(F),O) ---) @it x Rn,@ 
@F(t,“,q) = (t,2,F(t,z,q),~(t,“‘4),~(t’2,q)). 
Since aF/dq; = 0 on C(F), we can easily show that 
By the definition, @F is a Legendrian unfolding associated with the Legendrian family 
(nF,&F). By the same method of the theory of Arnol’d-Zakalyukin ([1,19]), we can 
show the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. All Legendrian unfolding germs are constructed by the above 
method. 
Let @,f) be a holonomic system of Clairaut type. By Proposition 
Legendrian non-singular. Then we can choose a family of function germ 
F : (R x R’“, 0) + (IR,O) 
1.2, &j) is 
such that Image j’ Ft = j(p-‘( t)) for any t E (R) and 
j,‘F : (IR x IP,O) ---* J’(R”,IR) 
is an immersion germ, where Ft(z) = F(t, ) z and j,‘F(t,z) = jlFt(z). The fact that 
j,‘F is an immersion leads us to the following equality: 
-- = . 
In this case, we have (C(F), 0) = (IR x IRn, 0) and 
@F = j’F : (R x lRn,O) -+ J’(R x Rn,R), 
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so that it is a complete Legendrian unfolding associated with (~~._~,jtP). Thus the 
generating family of a Legendrian unfolding of Clairaut type is given by the above 
germ. 
2. Proof of Theorem A 
The main idea of the proof is to define an equivalence relation which can ignore 
functional moduli and to do everything in terms of generating families for Legendrian 
unfoldings like as those of in [15]. Let (p,g) and ($,g’) be holonomic integral diagrams. 
Then (p,g) and ($,g’) are R+-equivalent if there exist a diffeomorphism germ \k : 
(IR x (IR? x IQO) -+ (IR x (IRn x R),O) of the form I!(t,z,y) = (t + a(z,y),$(z,y)) and 
a diffeomorphism germ 9 : (IR?+’ ,0) - (LRn+’ ,O) such that 9 o (p,g) = ($,g’) o ip. VVe 
remark that if (p,g) and ($,g’) are R+-equivalent by the above diffeomorphisms, then 
we have ~(~)+oog(~) = $~‘P(T.L) and $og(u) = g’ocP(v) for any u E (IRn+‘,O). Thus 
the diagram (p + cr o g, g) is strictly equivalent to (II’, g’). 
We now define the corresponding equivalence relation among Legendrian unfofd- 
ings. Let $J), $,t,j~) : ( liIn+l, 0) - (J’ (IR x IRn, JR), zu) be Legendrian unfoldings. We 
say that Qj) and e(,,,,,) are SPt- Legendrian equivalent (respectively, SP- Legendrzan 
equivalent) if there exist a contact diffeomorphism germ A’ : (J’(R x Rn, R),ro) -+ 
(J’(R x Rn,IFi),zh), a diffeomorphism germ Cp : (lRn+‘.O) -+ (Rntl,O) and a dif- 
feomorphism germ Q : (R x (Rn x R),II(zo)) - (Iw x (IWn x IFi),II(zA)) of the form 
Q(t,s,y) = (t + o(z,y),$(z,y)) (respectively, @(t,x,y) = (t,$(s,y))) such that 
II OK = @orI and KoC = C/o@. It is clear that if e(,,,) and e(,,,,,) are .!?I’+-Legendrian 
equivalent (respectively, SP-Legendrian equivalent), then (CL, x o f) and (p’? K o f’) are 
R+-equivalent (respectively, strictly equivalent). By [19, Theorem 1.11, the converse 
is also true for generic (p, f) and (p’, f’). Th e notion of the stability of Legendrian 
unfoldings with respect to SPt-Legendrian equivalence (respectively, SP-Legendrian 
equivalence) is analogous to the usual notion of the stability of Legendrian immersion 
germs with respect to Legendrian equivalence (cf. [I7 Part III]). 
On the other hand, we can interpret the above equivalence relation in terms of gen- 
erating families. For the purpose, we use some notations and results in [l, 6,12,15,19]. 
Let F,,G : (II8 x (IR’, x R),O) + (IR,O) be generating families of Legendrian unfold- 
ings of Clairaut type. We say that p and G are P-C+-equivalent (respectively, P-C- 
equivalent) if there exists a diffeomorphism germ Cp : (Rx (R” x R), 0) -) (I!% x (R7, x R), 0) 
of the form Q(t,a:,y) = (t + ~(~,Y),~I(~,Y>,~~(~,Y)) (respectively, @(t,z,y) = 
(t, &(z:,Y>, 4~42, Y))) such that (F 0 @)fCt L Yj = (G)c~~,+ yj where (G)E:,~ 2 yj is the ideal 
generated by G in E(t,z,y). We also say ‘that F(t, zp yj is C+ (respectively, C)-versa1 
deformation of f = FIRxO if 
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(respectively, 
Et = h + ( g~Rxo7. ..7gI,,,7 1)J. 
By the similar arguments like as those of [l, Theorems 20.8 and 21.41, we can show 
the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let p-,6 : (IR x (II%‘& x iR),O) + (R,O) be generating families of Legelzr 
drian unfoldings of Clairaut type CPF, @G respectively. Then 
(1) @F and @G are SPC (respectively, SP)- Legendrian equivalent if and only if p 
and G are P-C+ (respectively, C)-equivalent. 
(2) @F is Spf (respectively, SP)-Legendrian stable if and only if p is a P-C+ (re- 
spectively, C)-versal deformation off = Fllslxo. 
The following theorem is a corollary of Damon’s general versality theorem in [6]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let p-,(?’ : (IR x (II@? x R),O) -+ (iI%,O) be generating families of Leg- 
endrian unfoldings of Clairaut type such that @F, @G are SPt (respectively, SP)- 
Legendrian stable. Then @F, @G are SPt (respectively, SP)-Legendrian equivalent if 
and only if f = F( ~~0, g = Gj~,o are C-equivalent (i.e., (f)Et = (g)Er). 
Then the classification theory of function germs by the C-equivalence is quite useful 
for our purpose. For each function germ f : (R,O) -+ (U&O), we set 
C-cod (f) = dimB &/(f)~~, 
C+-cod (f) = d 
K-cod(f) = dinllwEt/(f)E( + ( $),tO 
Then we have the following well-known classification (cf. [12]). 
Lemma 2.3. Let f : (E4,O) + (II&O) be a function germ with K-cod(f) < 03. Then f 
is C-equivalent to the map germ te+l for some e E W. 
By the direct calculation, we have 
C-cod (tP+‘) = e + 1, 
c+-cod (t’+‘) = e. 
Thus we can easily determine C (respectively, C+)-versa1 deformations of the above 
germs by the usual method as follows. 
- The C-versa1 deformation: 
te+* + 2 u;+#. 
i=o 
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_ The @-versa1 deformation: 
C-l 
te+l + c ui+1 ti. 
We now ready to prove Theorexn A. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let (p, f) b e a holonomic system of Clairaut type such that the 
corresponding Legendrian unfolding et,,,) is SPt-Legendrian stable. By the assump- 
tion, the generating family p(t,x, y) of [(,,J) is @-versa1 deformation of f = FIRES). 
By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, 8’(t, z, y) is P-@-equivalent to one of germs in the 
following list: 
e-t 
We now detect the corresponding normal forms of integral diagrams as follows: 
For DAp (1 < e f n -I- 1) we can choose 
e-i 
F(tyX,) = te + CXit’+ 2Zj 
i=l j=4 
as a generalized phase family, so that 
e-i 
@J7 = 
( 
t,51,*.*Jn, *te + c z;ti + 2 X3’ 
i=l j=e 
*lt’-‘t~~iz;t’-‘,t,..,t’-‘,1,...,1). 
i=l 
Then we can easily calculate that the corresponding integral diagram is strictly equiv- 
alent to 
g= ~l,.~.,wL,u~+l 
( 
+ y w;,,) . 
i=l 
This is the normal form in the case of 3 < e < n + 1. If 1 = 2, we have 
g = (Ul,. * * ,un, u”,+1 t U1%+1)* 
We now define a transformation by 
U; = Z&i (i= l,...(n), Un+l =%+1 t $Ul, 
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then (p,g) is strictly equivalent to 
P = %+1 - +I? 
9 = (w , * * *, %, @:+I - $4)) * 
We also apply a transformation which is defined by 
xi=z; (k l,..., n), Y =y++;, 
then we have the normal form. 
For =a+~ the generalized phase family is given by 
F(t,z,q) = tn+2 + &$“. 
i=l 
By the same calculations as those of the case when e < n + 1, we can show that the 
corresponding integral diagram is R+-equivalent to 
Since the generalized phase family is C+-versa1 and not C-versal, then the integral 
diagram is strictly equivalent to the normal form. This completes the proof of Theo- 
rem A. 
3. Proof of Theorems B and C 
For the proof of Theorem B, we now introduce another equivalence relation among in- 
tegral diagrams. Let (p, g) and ($, 9’) be holonomic integral diagrams. Then (p, g) and 
(p’, g’) are weakly equivalent if there exist a diffeomorphism germ @ : (Iit x (Rn x R), 0) + 
(R x (IRn x JR),O) of the form 9(&a:, y) = ($1(&z, y),&(z, y)) and a diffeomorphism 
germ 9 : (R n+l,O) + (IRn+‘,O) such that q o (p,g) = ($,g’) o Cp. By the definition, if 
either (p, 9) and (p, 9’) are equivalent or R+-equivalent, then these are weakly equiva- 
lent. 
There also exists the corresponding equivalence relation among Legendrian unfold- 
ings. Let e (Af), %V, : (R n+l, 0) -+ (J’(lR x Rn, IR), zu) be Legendrian unfoldings. 
We say that !(,,,) and et,,,,,) are P-Legendrian equivalent if there exist a contact 
diffeomorphism germ I( : (J’(R x Rn,IR),z~) -* (J’(iR x Rn,R),z~), a diffeomorphism 
germ 9 : (IV+‘, 0) -+ (EP+’ ,0) and a diffeomorphism germ \Ir : (R x (IIP x IF-t), II( -+ 
(Rx(lP xIW),II(zh)) of the form @(t,x, y) = ($t,x, y),$tz, y)) such that IIoK = \koII 
and KoL = C/o@. It is clear that if fJ(,,,) and !(,,,,,l are P-Legendrian equivalent, then 
(p, 7rof) and (p’, aof’) are weakly equivalent. By [l, Theorem 1.11, the converse is also 
true for generic (p, f) and ($, 7). W e can also define the notion of the stability of Leg- 
endrian unfoldings with respect to P-Legendrian equivalence exactly the same way as 
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in the previous section. The corresponding equivalence relation among generating fami- 
lies are also given as follows: Let p, fi : (II4 x (IIV x LR), 0) -+ (R, 0) be generating families 
of Legendrian unfoldings of Clairaut type. We say that E and G are P-EC-equivalent if 
there exists a diffeomorphism germ 4) : (IR x (IRn x IR), 0) - (R x (IRn x R), 0) of the form 
Q(t, 2, Y) = (A(6 2, Y>~~(z, ~>,4+(2, Y)) such that (F 0 Q)E~,,,,,) = (G)qt,z,yj. We also 
say that p(t,z,y) is K-versa1 deformation of f = FIRxo if 
By the similar arguments like as those of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we can show the 
following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let p,G : (IR x (IRn x IR),O) 4 (IR,O) be generating families of Legen 
drian unfoldings of Clairaut type @F,@G respectively. Then 
(1) +F and @G are P-Legendrian equivalent if and only if $’ and G are P-K- 
equivalent. 
(2) @F is P-Legendrian stable if and only if p is a P-K-versa1 deformation of f = 
Fl!RXO* 
(3) Suppose that p‘, G be generating families of P- Legendrian stable Legendrian un- 
foldings @,I?, @, of Clairaut type. Then +F, @G are P- Legendrian equivalent if and 
only if f = FIR xo, g = ~~~~~ are K-equivalent_ 
Since f = ~~~~~ is a function germ of one-variable, we have (df/dt)R + (f)e, = 
(df/dt, f)E,, so that F is a (F-versa1 deformation of f if and only if it is a K-versa1 
deformation. By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, a Legendrian unfolding of Clairaut type is SP+- 
Legendrian stable if and only if it is P-Legendrian stable. Then the following lemma 
is a corollary of Theorem A. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ($,g’) be an integral diagram of Clairaut type which is equivalent 
to &,g) for some o E ?BI(z,y). Then there exists o’ E 9JI(z,y) such that ($,g’) a.nd 
(t~,g) are strictly equivalent. 
The main idea of the proof is a generalization of methods which have been developed 
in [8]. Let (p,g) be an integral diagram which is equivalent to (pa,g) for some Q E 
!7JI(z,y) D Define 
19, = {(cr, 
are different 
‘~‘~Cn+*)I~~do~~~lg;l~~~~)) # ,j > ’ 
We call it the Carneiro hypersurface of (p,g). We can detect a defining equation of 
the closure of the Carneiro hypersurface of (PO, g)_ 
- 
Proposition 3.3. The closure S,, of the Carneiro surface of ( pa, g) in IRn+2 is defined 
bY 
s1 = (n + 2)4x1,. . . , zn, Y), 
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where 
Sj = 
c 
ci, ’ ’ ’ Ci, 
{il,..., iJ}C{l,...,n+21 
forj = l,...,n+2 and 
k-l 
xn+2-k = c biSk_iSiy k = 2,...7n+ 1, 
i=O 
n+l 
y = C bis,+z-isi 
i=o 
for some real numbers bi which depend on n, k. 
Proof. Let tr, . . . , tn+2 with tr < . . ’ 6 tn+2 be the (n + 2)-real roots of Ftl,y,(t) = 0 
for each (2, y) E A. We define map germs cj: A - (R&O) by cj(z, y) = tj t a(~, y), 
where j = l,..., n-l-2. Then we set C = (cr,*..,c,+z): A + (IRn+2,0). Moreover let 
S = (S+Jn+& (iRn+2,0) -+ (Rn+2, 0) be a map germ defined by sj = elementary 
symmetric polynomial of degree j. By the relation between roots and coefficients we 
have 
tr t ‘. . t tn+2 = 0, 
c 
ti, ’ ’ .ti, = (-l)k%+2-k, /c=~,...,TL+~, 
{it ,..., ik}C{l,..., n+2} 
t1 . . . tn+2 = (-1)“+2(-y). 
Putting s o C(z, y) = (~1,. . . ,s,+z), we have 
sr = (n + 2)+,~), 
Sk = n t” L ‘) (-l)i2,+2-io(2, y)k-i + (n l “) o(2, y)” p 
k = 2,...,n+ 1, 
n+l 
&+2 = (-l)“+2(-y) t C(-l)zXn+2-i~(~,Y)n+2-a + o(Z~y)~+~, 
i=2 
where (T) denotes the binomial coefficient and we presumably use (7) = 1. 
From these formulae and by direct calculations we can inductively show that 
2,+2-k, y are uniquely expressed as in the statement of this proposition. Furthermore 
we can show that S,, = UaE6n+2 Image (c,(r), . . . , c~(~+~)), where en+2 is the sym- 
metric group of degree n + 2. It follows that S,, is included by the hypersurface 
which is defined by the equation sr = (n + 2)4x, y), where (x, y) is the preimage of 
(%..., s,+2) by the map ger s o C and sj is the elementary symmetric polynomial of 
degree j with respect to cl,. . . , c,+g. Therefore we obtain a defining equation of S,,. 
This completes the proof. 
By the same reasons as those of in [8], we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.4. Under the same hypothesis as in Lemma 3.3, 01~~ = 0 if and only if 
(Cl,..., cn+z) E s,, 
7 
* Cl = -(n + l)c,+g. 
c2 = “. = I_?,+2 
We are now ready to prove Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. By Proposition 3.3 and the implicit function theorem, there 
exists a function germ h: (R,O) + (R,O) w ose form is given by h(c) = -(r~+ l)c+o(]c]) h 
such that 
S,, n ((cl, ~2, . . . ) c,+*) 1 c2 = . . . = c,+2} 
= W(cn+z),cz,. . . > cn+2) I ~2 = . = ~,+a). 
Applying a linearizat,ion theorem of Sternberg, there exists a diffeomorphism germ 
x : (II&O) - (u&O) such that X o h o X-l(c) = -(TZ + l)c. Thus we have X(cr) + X(c) + 
-i- X(c) = 0 for any (cl, c, . . . , c) E S,, D By this relation and the fact that the (n+ 2)- 
_/- 
fold product of X sends S,, onto Sxollo 9 we can show that if (cl, ~. 1, cn+2) E 5 hop, 
with c2 = ..” = c,+2 then cr = --(rt + l)c,+z., Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2 there exists 
o’ E %I(,,,) such that the following diagram commutes 
(R,O) XOLLOI (Rn+‘,O) L (IF X R,O) 
/I 1 
i 
I 
Q, 
(R?O) .II,, (Rn+‘,O) -Q+ (EV x IR, 0). 
The commutativity of the diagram implies that Sxop, = Spa,. Thus by Lemma 3.4 we 
have a’].~” = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem C. Firstly we prove the necessity of the condition that functional 
moduli are equivalent. Assume that &)g) and (p,+,g) are equivalent, where Q]z)” = 
cX’(DD” = 0. Let us assume that Xop,=p,, o II, and @o g = go 1c, for some diffeomorphism 
germs X: (R,O) + (IR,O),$: (IRn+‘,O) + (Rn+‘,O) and 4: (Rn x lR,O) -+ (IRn x lR,O). We 
__ __ 
determine the form of X. Since (X x . .. x X)(S,,) = Sp,, and by Lemma 3.4 we have 
A(-(n + 1)~) = -(rz + 1)X(c), so that we inductively have 
w = C-b + 1))“q (_(n; l))p) 
for all integers p. By the same arguments as those of Dufour ([7, p. 4661, [S, pi 2311, 
[9, p. 2741) we can show that the form of X is given by A(c) = UC (u # 0). Also 
we determine the form of b]A. Let C be the map germ as in Proposition 3.3. By the 
asSUm]~tiOn We have (A X x A) 0 c = (cc(l), . *. ,C,(,+2)) 0 d/A for some d E Gn+3. 
We recall the fact that s o C is invertible and the inverse map germ is given as in 
Proposition 3.3. Thus we have $~(x,y) = (aT1+‘xl, arLx2, ~. . , u2xnsan+2y) on 8, where 
a E R- (0) such that X(c) = ac. Now for each (z,y) E a write C(z,y) = (cry ~.” ,c,+T)” 
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Then by Proposition 3.3 we have cl +. . .+ c,+2 = (n+2)o(z, y) and acr +. . . + a~,+2 = 
(~+2b’W, Y)). H ence uo(x, y) = a’($(z, y)) on A. Th ere f ore we obtain the necessity. 
Conversely suppose that ao(zr,. . . ,xn, y) = cr’(un+‘x~,unx2,. . . ,~~x~,u~+~y) on A 
for sonre a E Iw - (0). Then we have the following commutative diagram 
(iR,O) E g-‘(A) A A 
where X(c) = UC, $(ur,. . . ,u,+r) = (u~+~uI,u~uz,. . ,u”u,,uu~+I), +($I,. . . ,zn,y) = 
6-J n+$, u%c2 
2 ,...,a zn,u n+2y). 
The proof is based on the following result of Carneiro [3]. 
Theorem 3.5. Let &,g) and (par, g) be integral diagrams of 6&+2. Then (pa, g) 
and (pm,, g) are equivalent if and only if there exists a d$feomorphism germ X : (IF& 0) -+ __ - 
(R,O) such that (A x .” x X)&J = Spa,. 
We remark that the commutativity of the above diagram implies that the (n+2)-fold 
product of JI sends S,, onto ScL,,. Thus it follows from Theorem 3.5 that &,g) and 
(p,,,g) are equivalent. This completes the proof of Theorem C. 
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